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division of economic power within the very economic system, namely between 
public and private macroeconomic powers, between private macroeconomic pow-
ers, between private macroeconomic powers of the very economic entities.
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ISSUES OF LEGAL SUPPORT OF E-BUSINESS

Concepts of electronic commerce, a virtual office, electronic governance, elec-
tronic forms of an agreement and securities, a web-site of a company or an autho-
rized agency, which contain information on their activity, etc., are common for 
contemporary entrepreneurship, which cannot be imagined without electronic means 
of doing business (with the use of information and communication technologies). 
In turn, such process contemplates corresponding legislative enshrinement of con-
ditions and a procedure of application of electronic resources in the economic 
sphere. Nevertheless, there is no act, which consolidates similar statements. The 
Law «On Electronic Commerce», which was adopted in 2015, proposes narrow 
meaning of a concept of electronic commerce. Electronic commerce is defined as 
relations aimed at gaining profit, which arises during carrying out legal transactions 
related to acquiring, change, and termination of civil rights and obligations, which 
are remotely conducted with the use of information and telecommunication systems; 
as a result, parties of such relations acquire property rights and obligations. In 
other words, this concept encompasses only one component of doing business, 
namely relations regarding selling goods, work, and services for a fee. At the same 
time, it does not take notice of organizational aspects and activity of authorized 
agencies regarding organizing business.

Simultaneously, a concept of «commerce» is traditionally defined as entrepre-
neurial activity, i.e. activity related to production of particular goods in order to sell 
them for profitable payment, which should provide self-funding of a business en-
tity. Therefore, in countries with a dualistic system of private law, codes that regu-
late relations in the entrepreneurial sphere are called commercial (France) or trade 
(Germany, Japan). Thus, electronic commerce may be considered as functioning 
of business entities based on application of electronic means of communication in 
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the process of the mentioned activity and fulfillment of obligations regarding reg-
istration, licensing, certification, and paying taxes, etc., and relations with authorized 
agencies and self-regulatory organizations. Taking into account these circum-
stances, there is a need to use a concept of electronic business (E-business) as 
doing any business activity in global telecommunication networks, particularly on 
the Internet.

Although electronic business elements pervade almost all entrepreneurial activ-
ity and functioning of its subjects, such business in the pure state does not prevail. 
Expansion of electronic business elements are reflected in normative and legal acts, 
which include the Law «On Electronic Commerce», which establish the order of 
carrying out electronic legal transactions with the use of information and telecom-
munication systems, determines rights and obligations of parties of relations in the 
sphere of electronic commerce, Laws «On Electronic Documents and Electronic 
Workflow» and «On the Electronic Digital Signature» (they are related to the Law 
«On Electronic Commerce», but were adopted earlier), and also legislative acts, 
which regulate other relations (that are not concerned with electronic resources), 
particularly:

 − Economic Code of Ukraine;
 − Tax Code;
 − Air Code;
 − Law of Ukraine «On the Cabinet of Ministry»;
 − Law of Ukraine «On the Permit System in the Economic Sphere»;
 − Law of Ukraine «On Joint-stock Companies»;
 − Law of Ukraine «On Public Procurement»;
 − Law of Ukraine «On State Regulation of the Security Market in Ukraine»;
 − Law of Ukraine «On Access to Public Information»;
 − secondary legislation on electronic governance.

Analysis of the above-mentioned statements of the current legislation indicates 
that business entities, which exist in a particular organizational and legal form 
(particularly, JSCs), are controlled by a bearer of public interests (a government/a 
body of local self-governance), are public authorities (including authorized agencies 
in a particular market or regarding certain aspects of doing business), must have 
own web-site, which contains information that must be made public. Nevertheless, 
the mentioned statements are incomplete, since they do not comprise norms on 
compulsory timely (including a timetable) updating information posted on the site 
and consequences of non-performance of improper performance of such obligation. 
The legislation regarding elimination of administrative berries for export of ser-
vices with the use of electronic means of communication, which are enough criti-
cally perceived by practitioners, will be amended soon. The Verkhovna Rada final-
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izes projects of other laws related to usage of electronic resources, including «On 
Electronic Trust Services», «On Electronic Communications». Consequently, 
a number of legislative acts, which regulate relations related to E-business and E-
regulation, rapidly increase. Hence, it is generally problematic to deal with such 
amount of acts.

Moreover, protection of a copyright to publish works on the Internet is one of 
the most important issues. O. V. Ponomarenko notes that a digital form used in such 
network enables to promptly and simply change work (where necessary), «never-
theless, an author cannot protect himself from expansion of reproductions from 
a primary copy». «Personal information of the author can be changed in the on-line 
regime the same way». «Autonomy as a property of the Internet means an oppor-
tunity of a consumer to act anonymously», which includes an opportunity «to 
liquidate any trace of person’s activity in this network». At the same time, there is 
an issue of usage of the Internet on someone’s name, which is stipulated by emer-
gence of IP-addresses and special software «being able to hide IP-addresses of 
users or indicate a fake address instead of real one». Factually, a person, a right of 
which has been violated on the Internet, frequently cannot indicate a subject being 
responsible for compensation of the damage. Since this issue can be hardly solved 
by purely legal means, goals of optimization of legal regulation of E-business rela-
tions are of particular importance through disunity of corresponding (including the 
above-mentioned) norms in numerous legislative acts.

Statements regarding doing business and its organizing (including conformity 
with legislative requirements) with the use of electronic resources need consolida-
tion in one legislative act. Probably, these requirements may be enshrined in an 
extended version (compared to current one) of the Law «On Electronic Commerce», 
which must determine the main frameworks of doing E-business and its organizing, 
including electronic commerce in the narrow sense (as selling results of entrepre-
neurial activity for payment). Accordingly, the law should determine obligations 
of business entities and authorized agencies, particularly obligations of creation of 
a web-site (a web-page) for publishing information being subject to public release, 
timely amendment of such information, responsibility and other consequences for 
violation of such obligation (including an opportunity of recognition of agreements 
that were concluded on the basis of untimely updated information on a web-site or 
a web-page (i.e., information that has misled a counteragent) to be invalid). This 
will provide:

– transparency and understandability of legal regulation of Е-business for or-
dinary participators and consumers, which are not able to frequently request ex-
pensive services of business-lawyers; hence, such opportunities will adhere to 
a social direction of the Ukrainian economy, which must be provided by the gov-
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ernment in accordance with statements of the Constitution of Ukraine [25, Part 4, 
Article 13] and the National Strategy of Conducing Development of a Civil Society 
in Ukraine for 2016 – 2020 aimed at formation of appropriate conditions for effec-
tive interaction of the government, the civil society, and business in order to ensure 
modernization of Ukraine, enhancement of welfare, and creation of equal oppor-
tunities for everyone;

– further development of an information society, including improvement of 
legislation for regulation of information relations (information legislation), par-
ticularly its codification [27, Paragraph 2, Chapter ІІІ].
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Contemporary phenomena such as unavoidable strengthening of the government 
role in the modern economy, stimulation of investments in a national economy, the 
increase of requirements for safety and environmental friendliness of production 
activity, the fight against monopolies, the financial abuse, and offshorization, further 
development of international economic integration in combination with stormy in-
formatization of a society certainly influence quality and standards of legal education.

Particularly, almost every university of Europe, the USA, and Canada, which 
teach lawyers, has Bachelor’s and Master’s programs in economic and business law.

At the same time, it is nearly impossible to find Master’s programs in civil law 
literally. Internet-reviews of educational programs of the world universities contains 
links on programs «in the sphere of civil law», usually «private law». For example, 
the webpage LLMdirectory.com generalizes various LLM-programs in the sphere 
of civil law. However, considering the contents of respective programs, e.g. at the 
University of Washington, which tops the list, we may conclude that a classification 
of its services is specified in a program of «financial and business law», «ecologi-
cal law», «law of intellectual property», etc. (LLM Program : The George Wash-
ington University Law School). At the same time, if we consider universities, which 




